Oil cylinder block for hydraulic press, the veneer reeling machine and the extruder

The oil cylinder block is one of the important parts in the hydraulic press, the veneer reeling machine, rolling mill and the extruder. It needs to work under high pressure conditions and bear a large force. Great Wall Steel Casting (CHAENG) is an excellent large-scale steel casting processing factory in China. After years of production experience on the press cylinder block, it has gradually mastered a set of feasible process plans, which can guarantee the quality of the cylinder block well. At present, many customers choose the cylinder blocks manufactured by CHAENG, which just proves that the quality of CHAENG cylinder block is trustworthy.

The well-known forging plant in Shandong purchased CHAENG cylinder blocks for its presses. When CHAENG received the demand from the customers in Shandong, engineers carefully understood and discussed the customer's demand, and formulated the process plan according to the customer's requirements for the cylinder. The CHAENG cylinder blocks not only can meet the customer's technical requirements, but also own good comprehensive mechanical performance and longer service life. CHAENG cylinder blocks has been greatly recognized by the Shandong customer.

The oil cylinder blocks produced by CHAENG not only meet the national requirements of China, but also have reached international advanced standards. They have been promoted and applied throughout the China and exported to overseas markets such as Vietnam and Laos.
Product advantages of CHAENG cylinder block:

1. Stable performance
The cylinder blocks produced by CHAEGN are of high quality and good sealing, which ensures the stability of the cylinder power.

2. Simple process, environment friendly
the medium air can be used inexhaustibly without the cost and supply difficulties. And the used air is directly discharged into the atmosphere, which is convenient to handle and does not pollute.

3. The air viscosity is small.
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